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sv sw ta te tr tw uk you uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu Permission VIBRATE INTERNET ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED FOREGROUND_SERVICE BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE RECEIVE BILLS
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE' maxSdkVersion ='18 READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE : Allows access to vibrators. Allows the application to open the network socket. Allow applications to access information about the network. Allows use of WakeLocks PowerManager to keep the processor from
sleeping or the screen from dimming. Allows the application to receive ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED broadcast after the system finishes booting. Allows applications to access information about Wi-Fi networks. STORAGE: Allows applications to read from external storage. Operating System Min Sdk 19
Min Sdk Txt Android 4.4 (KITKAT) Target SDK 29 Target Sdk Txt 29 Multi Window Does Not Support Small Screen, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 Supports Density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534, 65535 User Features Using Wi-Fi hardware features Features:
This application uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi) features on Wi-Fi software. Using the hardware features of Not Feature Touchscreen: This application uses the Global Telephony Radio System for Mobile Communications (GSM) system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multitouch capability, such
as for pinching gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touch independently. This is the superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen feature. The app uses the device's advanced multitouch capabilities to track two or more dots independently. This feature is a superset of the
android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch feature. Using implied Features This app requires devices to use portrait or landscape orientation. If your app supports both orientations, then you do not need to declare one of the feature.#The applications using network feature (Wi-Fi) 802.11 on the device.#:
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CET 2119 Serial Number 5ffba153 Developer Developer sign.keystore Ou sign Organization sign Locale sign Country sign City sign Flick Goal! Destination Flick History Apk Version! 1.83 for Android 4.4 or higher APK version: 1.83 for Android 4.4 or higher Update on: 2020-12-04 Download APK (98.97
MB) Flick Goal! 1.82 for Android 4.0 or later APK 1.82 for Android 4.0 or higher Update on: 2020-12-04 Download APK (94.33 MB) Flick Goal! 1.82 for Android 4.1 or higher APK Version : 1.82 for Android 4.1 or higher Update on: 2020-09-05 Download APK (94.9 MB) Flick Goal! 1.81 for Android 4.1 or
higher APK version: 1.81 for Android 4.1 or higher Update on: 2020-08-11 Download APK (95.73 MB) Flick Goal! 1.79 for Android 4.1 or higher APK version: 1.79 for Android 4.1 or higher Update on: 2020-07-16 Download APK (95.04 MB) Flick Goal! 1.78 for Android 4.1 or higher APK version: 1.78 for
Android 4.1 or higher Update on: 2020-07-13 Download APK (95.06 MB) Flick Goal! 1.12 for Android 4.1 or APK Higher download version: 1.12 for Android 4.1 or higher update on: 2020-02-17 Download APK (99.69 MB) Flick Goal! 1.0.5 for Android 4.1 or higher download version APK : 1.0.5 for Android
4.1 or higher Update on: 2020-01-18 Download APK (79.74 MB) More From Developer Download Latest Apk Version Flick Goal! MOD, action game. This MOD includes God &amp;amp; High attack. Download Yours Now! Flick goal! is a new approach to presenting your free kicking abilities. Can you turn
into the greatest free kick taker of all occasions? Target rankings on confusing fields, use your vibrant eye and flick methods. Options:-&gt; Benefits of travel; Use your method and full difficult range and open a whole new world. I really feel the facility progress.-&gt; Beat different gamers; Attempt on-line
mode and play 1 at 1 or three vs. three to show others your free kick skills.-&gt; Fun customization; Unlock 10 characters and balls. Choose the most suitable and increase the excitement. Here Are Some Of Your Recommendations That Match This Type of Game (You'll Like It Too)Check This Amazing
Game Out: Zombie Age 3 MODAlso, In look At This MOD Also: Stickman Dash MODThanks For Using APKWHALE. We owe you an APK. Flick The Goal! is a new way to show your free kick skills. Are you ready to be the greatest free-kick taker of all time. Score goals on confusing pitches, use your
sharp eye and flick techniques. Features:-&gt; Enjoy the ride; Use your techniques and complete challenging levels and unlock new worlds. Feel the power of progress.-&gt; Defeat other players; Try the online mode and play 1 on 1 or 3 vs 3 to show your free kick skills to others.-&gt; Joy adjustment;
Unlock 10 characters and balls. Choose the most suitable and increase the excitement. What a new flick destination! - funny and addictive sports projects where players have to carry a football goal penalty. And the process goes far beyond the standard fields or sites for this game. City streets, urban
landscapes, open spaces, and many other locations will witness gamers triumph. It's just that it has to show the accuracy that impressive and balanced verification of impact strength. Obstacles, obstacles, moving objects, and everything else will be on its way to defeating this one-try goal and a decent
reward. Supported Android (4.1 and up) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4),Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1),KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4),Lollipop 4.4.4),Lollipop - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1),Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie(9.0) Everyone loves football, so people have created a lot of entertainment following
football to satisfy the fans. Flick The Goal! belongs to the puzzle game line but uses a football theme. The creative combination makes it interesting and quickly becomes a global phenomenon. The gameplay isn't really that hard to get used to. All you have to do is use some control and calculation
techniques based on real physics to be able to master the game. However, the relentless creativity of the game creation team makes it much more diverse and unpredictable. The combination of puzzles and football themes creates a game that creates the extreme excitement of Flick Goal! use goals and
players must aim correctly to make shots correctly. You have to aim accurately and make powerful and decisive shots. The first challenge is usually not too difficult with the aim of helping players get used to how to control everything. The game will have many different levels, the higher the level, the
harder the challenge. In fact, the level will contain several stages with similar challenges to test the player's true level. They will also be updated regularly, the settings will be complicated and there is almost no solution. You only have one way is to try all the possible changes and rely on luck time only.
The character system is cute, not bound by patterns though, Flick Goal! is a game built on the theme of football but not locked by the pattern of football. Because, in reality this game is completely independent of the sport mentioned above. Therefore, players can freely adjust the shape of the character to
the most appropriate. Moreover, the challenge is not only tied to the football field. You can also play in different places such as parking lots, beaches, even snowy mountains,... In general, creativity in this game is unlimited. In addition, the ball can also be adjusted so you don't get bored during playing too
long. For example, you might think you play a football game, but if you turn a ball into a basketball and basketball outfit, it will be completely different. but the dynamics and dynamics remain the same. Game modifications don't really affect the feeling of your game. The operating mechanism is obviously
simple but it takes a lot of Flick Goal calculations! is a game operated in the style of a shooting game with dominant puzzle elements. You'll play a character who trains to kick a penalty at a certain distance. However, the system will present different obstacles so you can't shoot at the goal easily. You can
imagine it is the players who are trying to stop you from scoring. One of the differences is that It's not moving. All you have to do is aim at the ball landing point accurately and swipe the screen. The special thing is that you have to try to align the strength and direction so that the player can perform
perfectly. Sometimes, all of them Blocking the goal, you have to calculate according to the laws of light reflection to calculate the angle of bounce and score. You are now ready to download Flick Goal! Free. Here are some notes: Please check out our installation guide. To check the CPU and GPU of your
Android device, please use the CPU-Z app
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